Gallerie Gallera

Point aux Pins lodge
175 rue Principale,
Rapides des Joachims, Quebec, J0X 3M0
Telephone: 613-586-9367

Offers

“Adventure Painting Workshops”

with

Wilno Artist, Joyce Burkholder

Instruction, Encouragement, Support...and Fun!

Inspiring rural and wilderness setting in
Rapides des Joachims (Swisha), Quebec near Deep River, Ontario

Indoor/Outdoor and large comfortable studio

Joyce demonstrates, explains and simplifies the painting process she has
developed over 40 years.

Some workshops are in watercolour and some are combined oils and acrylics
Participants can bring their own materials, or purchase them from Joyce.

Date: August 2, 3, 4, 2011

Course Cost: $200 for three day workshop.

Contact: www.joyceburkholder.com or phone 613-756-9283 for more details.

Cost of stay: $135 shared accommodations, (or $170 private) This includes
continental breakfast and dinner - provided by Café 349.